
 

 
 

 

 

Approach   

 

 Murder of fetus

Fetus = human being

Guilt = decision is wrong

Interference in god’s work

Anti-Abortion

The Abortion Debate:  

A Comparison between Ancient Rome/Greece  

and Modern America 

What similarities do pro- and anti-abortion arguments in Ancient Rome/Greece have 

with the pro- and anti-arguments of the current abortion debate in modern America? 

 

Comparison  

 Pro-abortion arguments 

There are no similarities. 

In contrast to the arguments found in modern America, 

the argumentation in Rome/Greece focuses on 

society-, state- and men-centric factors and does not 

consider the fetus or women.  

The abortion debate nowadays is however focused on 

women’s rights and female individuality, which had not 

been part of the debate and mentality in Ancient 

Rome/Greece. 
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Arguments  

Approach  

 

 

 

Modern America  

 

Ancient Rome/Greece 

 

 

Health risks (lack of knowledge) 

Anti-Abortion

Religion (social unacceptance)

Death of Roman citizen 

Decision = rash, non-justifiable

Lack of morality Women are weak and incompetent

Murder of fetus and womanHonour and pride of father/family 

 

Maintaining family honour  
Pro-Abortion

Optimizing the population 

Handicapped/illegitimate children

Salvation of father’s pride

Selective breeding (eugenics)

Protection from shame

 

Legalization = better control 
Pro-Abortion

Less “back-alley” abortions

Safe procedure  

No decision = inequality  

Normality/social awareness

Women’s own decision 

Arguments  

 

 

Analysis of literary works 

(poems, laws, etc.)

1

2

3

4

Socio-cultural background information

Medical  knowledge

Linguistic structures and rhetorical devices

Historical context

 

Analysis of argumentation

(Internet, books, etc.)

1

2

3

4

Pro-Life and Pro-Choice movement

General mentality

Socio-cultural and medical background information 

Historical development

Anti-abortion arguments 

There are many similarities. 

Religion is used to argument against abortion. 

Abortion is murder. Not only the procedure itself is 

criticized but also the circumstances under which the 

decision to get an abortion are put in a negative light. 

This decision is supposedly made in rashness and 

cannot be supported morally. 

There are also some differences. In Ancient Rome/ 

Greece they focus on society-, state- and men-

centric factors, whereas in modern America, the 

arguments are fetus-centric. 

Many arguments are misogynistic.   


